
In Possession

YORK

Date - Sunday 29 January 2018 

Location - St Olave’s School Sports Hall

Time - 4.00pm to 5.00pm

Theme - Match Day 01

Age Group - Over 12 Girls - Mixed Ability

Out Of Possession
When defending, all the 
players to be in line with or 
behind the ball.  Work hard 
to never be in front of the 
ball when out of possession.  
Be patient when defending, 
don’t dive in and get beaten 
easily.

Coaching Points
Hard work with recovery 
runs, sprint to get into the 
position on the court.  Body 
shape when defending, 
dictate play away from goal.

Further Coaching Notes
Out Of Possession - Make sure the players are trying to get behind the line of the ball, and occupy the 
space the opposition are trying to play in.  It is their first match together, so expect mistakes, emphasis on 
what they do well, lots of praise for hard work, especially recovery runs.

In Possession - Get the players to be brave with the ball and support as high as possible, go beyond the 
player on the ball, and make sure their shots are not straight at the goalkeeper, or you run the risk of a 
quick counter attack.  Emphasis on enjoyment when in possession, enjoy the game first and foremost.

In Possession
Be positive with the ball, 
keep possession, try not to 
give the ball away cheaply, 
and hence put yourself 
under pressure.  Get beyond 
the player on the ball 
whenever possible.

Coaching Points
Attack at pace, try and get 
beyond the defenders as 
quick as possible, use the 
full court when attacking.  
Make sure of end product, 
either shot or pass. 

Out Of Possession Whites work hard with 
their recovery runs

Try and get beyond the 
player with the ball

Whites behind the 
line of the ball

Be brave in possession


